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1. The Danish Labour Court (Arbejdsretten) is a special court of law. The seat is in Copenhagen 
 but its jurisdiction includes the whole country. 
 
The Labour Court is not part of the ordinary court system consisting of the Supreme Court, 2 high 
courts, a Maritime and Commercial Court in Copenhagen and 82 municipal courts. 
 
2. The competence of the Labour Court is rather narrow, chiefly restricted to collective labour 
conflicts and to cases on breach of collective agreements of wages and working conditions.  
 
However, the Labour Court, too, deals with interpretation of general agreements between 
employers´ organisations and trade unions, disputes on the existence of collective agreements,  the 
lawfulness of warned industrial actions and disputes on the competence of the official conciliators.   
 
3. Cases falling under the competence of the Labour Court cannot be brought before the  
ordinary courts, but if an employee proves that his organisation does not intend to institute 
industrial procedure on a claim of alleged pay back etc., he may bring an action before these.  
 
Cases on interpretation of ordinary collective agreements belong under industial arbitration and the 
Labour Court as a rule have to dismiss them. So the Court have to if a collective agreement contains 
provisions that disputes shall be handled by industial arbitration tribunals. 
 
4. The Danish Labour Court is the first instance in cases belonging to its competence.  
 
The Court has 49 members, a president and 5 vicepresidents (all judges of the Supreme Court, too) 
and 43 lay judges apointed upon recomandation by respectively private employers´ organisations 
and public employers´ and employee organisations. 
 
At the final hearing of a case the precident or one of the vicepresidents will sit together with 3 lay 
judges from employers´ end 3 from employee side. However, in cases of special interest 2 more 



members of the presidium may participate, and sometimes the parties can accept or demand that a  
case is heard by a member of the presidium og the heard of secretariate alone.     
 
5-6. As the Labour Court is the only instance, its decisions cannot be appealed. 
 
7. In 1899 a big industrial dispute ended with a compromise between the two largest labour market 
organisations, and a permanent court of arbitration was created the following year.  
 
In 1910 the court was established as a proper court of law. The resason behind the creation  was to 
make it possible to have quick and final decisions made by a narrow circle of very professional 
judges and lay judges with a in-depth practical knowledge of the conditions and disputes on the 
labour market. 
 
8. The present Labour Court Act is based on a report from a committee consisting of represen- 
tatives of the Labour Court, the major employers and employee organisations and the Government. 
The committee found no need to make extensive reforms, and the act passed in 1997 was a slightly 
modernised edition of the former.  
 
A couple of years ago some members of Parliament asked the Government to amend the law in 
order to limit a trade union´s right to use industrial action as a method to force employers who 
already have a collective agreement with another trade union to enter into an additional agreement. 
 
However, the Minister of Labour asked the two largest central employers´ and employee 
organisations to investigate the problem. 
 
Last authumn he received a report according to which recent judgements of  the Labour Court had 
created a reasonable legal position, and the Minister stated that the Government had no intention of 
amending til law. 
 
9-10. In Denmark there are no plans to move the competence to deal with individual labour 
conflicts from the ordinary courts to the Labour Court, neither in the first instance nor in appeal. 
 
12. According to Danish labour law the parties, before bringing a case to the Labour Court, have to 
try to settle any disagreement by local negotiation between the employer and the employee shop 
steward, by setting up a conciliation committee consisting of 2 conciliators appointed by the 
employers´ organisation and 2 appointed by the employee organisation, or by negotiation at a 
meeting between the central organisations. In situations where time is the essence the negotiation 
can take place at a so-called joint-meeting where the local parties, the employers´ and employee 
organisations and the central organisations are all present at the same time. 
 
    
  
 
            
 
    
  


